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TRACKING AREAS OF INTEREST FOR CONTENT-BASED FUNCTIONALITIES INSEGMENTATION-BASED VIDEO CODINGFerran Marqu�es1 Beatriz Marcotegui2 Fernand Meyer21Universitat Polit�ecnica de CatalunyaCampus Nord UPC { Edi�ci D5C/ Gran Capit�a s/n. 08034 Barcelona, SpainE-mail: ferran@gps.tsc.upc.es2Centre de Morphologie Math�ematique35, rue Saint Honor�e77305 Fontainebleau Cedex, FranceABSTRACTThis paper presents a technique for tracking areas of in-terest in the framework of segmentation-based video coding.The technique is independent of the type of segmentationtechnique used in the coding approach. Therefore, it canalso be used in block-based coding schemes. The algorithmrelies on a double segmentation of the image based on morp-hological tools. This double segmentation permits to obtainthe position and shape of the previous area of interest in thecurrent image. In order to demonstrate the potentialities ofthis algorithm, it is applied in a speci�c coding scheme sothat content-based selective coding is allowed.1. INTRODUCTIONIn the framework of video coding, new coding schemesallowing functionalities such as content-based multimediadata access or content-based scalability are a very activeresearch �eld [3]. These functionalities demand a descrip-tion of image sequences in terms of objects or groups ofobjects that are referred to in the sequel as Areas of In-terest (AI). AI should be de�ned automatically or by theuser, even on the receiver side if an interactive applicationis being used. Once the AI have been de�ned, the algorithmshould make possible their tracking, within the coding sc-heme, through the time domain. Such a possibility opensthe door to content-based functionalities. For instance, itpermits to encode the AI with a higher quality than theother parts of the image.Classical object tracking techniques [13, 12] do not com-pletely ful�ll the requirements of this application since theydo not account for the special characteristics of video codingfunctionalities. That is, classical object tracking techniquesdo not need to interact with coding algorithms. In the fra-mework of video coding functionalities, zones of the imageresulting from the AI tracking algorithm should not onlycorrespond to the objects to be tracked, but also they shouldbe suitable for coding purposes. In addition, tracking algo-rithms have to be able to cope with special constraints of thecoding algorithm. For instance, they must not loss track ofthe AI when a frame in the sequence is coded in intra-mode.In this work, a technique for tracking areas of interestfor content-based functionalities in segmentation-based vi-deo coding is presented. Segmentation-based video codingschemes can use di�erent homogeneous criteria to performthe segmentation [6] (e.g.: motion homogeneity, gray levelhomogeneity, special type of texture homogeneity, etc) oreven a combination of some criteria [1]. In order to havean AI tracking technique independent of the type of seg-mentation criteria used in the coding approach, a doublesegmentation is applied, using the watershed algorithm [7].�This work has been partially supportedby the RACE Project2072 (MAVT) of the European Union

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, thetechnique for tracking areas of interest within a sequence isproposed and some results are presented. In order to furt-her validate this technique, Section 3 describes the way tointroduce it in a speci�c segmentation-based coding schemein order to enable content-based selective coding. In ad-dition, some results of this application are given. Finally,some conclusions are derived in Section 4.2. DOUBLE PARTITION APPROACH FORTRACKING AREAS OF INTERESTUsual segmentation-based coding approaches utilize mo-tion or/and gray level homogeneity in order to computethe image partitions. Such partitions may be in contradic-tion with the AI obtained by the tracking technique. Let'sillustrate this concept with an example. In Figure 1, threeframes of the sequence Foreman are shown. Let us assumethat the AI marked by the user is the head of the person. Insome frames, a segmentation technique relying on gray levelcriteria will merge the helmet with the building, since theyhave very close gray level values. In turn, if the segmen-tation is based on motion information, some zones of thebackground may be jointly segmented with some regions ofthe face, in the case of global motion of the camera.To solve this problem, a tracking technique relying ona double partition approach is proposed. This techniqueuses two di�erent levels of partition: a coarse level partitionwhich is related to the coding scheme and a �nest levelpartition which contains a rich description of the currentimage and allows the tracking of the AI. Both segmentationsare carried out in parallel and, for each image, the coarsepartition constrains the �nest one. That is, all contours inthe coarse partition are also present in the �nest one. Theultimate goal is to obtain a �nal partition containing thenecessary regions to e�ciently code the image, as well asthe necessary regions to correctly track the AI.2.1. Creation of the �nest partitionLet us assume that frame n in a sequence has been alre-ady coded and, therefore, its partition is available. Thispartition should contain a region or a set of regions thatde�nes the AI to be tracked. The �rst step to obtain theAI in frame (n+p) is to produce a rich partition of the pre-viously coded frame n. This rich partition is obtained bysplitting the coded partition into several regions. The seg-mentation procedure is constrained by the coarse partitionalready obtained for frame n in the coding procedure. Thisis done by using a constrained watershed algorithm [11].The process of creating this rich partition is purely intra-mode and, therefore, no motion information is used at thisstage. The homogeneity criteria that are used only dealwith size and contrast information [11]. This reach partitionis created in order to make easier the tracking of the AI.That is, this procedure allows obtaining a partition with



Figure 1. Original frames number 80, 105 and 185 from the sequence Foremangood features for AI tracking purposes, independently ofthe type of partition used at the coding level.2.2. Projection of the �nest partitionThe �nest partition of frame n is projected onto the cur-rent frame n + p, so that a rich partition of frame n + p isachieved. Several techniques can be used in order to carryout the partition projection [4, 6, 9]. In this work, the pro-jection step uses the segmentation algorithm presented in[9]. That is, the motion between both frames is roughlyestimated using a block-matching algorithm [2] and appliedfor compensating the partition of frame n. After compen-sation, a set of markers is obtained which approximate theposition and shape of the previous regions in the currentimage.In order to obtain the actual rich partition of frame n+p,a watershed algorithm is applied using information fromboth the previous and the current images. This algorithmintroduces the concept of contour complexity in order toobtain regions that are easy to code while representing cor-rectly the objects in the scene [9]. In addition, the segmen-tation algorithm presented in [9] has been modi�ed in orderto improve the temporal coherence of the regions throughthe sequence partition. This improvement utilizes a newcost function in the watershed algorithm that prevents pro-jected regions to grow too far from the previous markers[5]. This increases the stability of the labels through thetime domain and, therefore, allows a better tracking of theAI while decreasing the coding cost [5].2.3. Obtaining the projected areas of interestFrom the �nest partition obtained for frame n+p, only thosecontours related to the coarse level partition of frame n haveto be kept. This can be easily done since the watershedalgorithm used in the projection step kepts track of thelabels of each region. Therefore, an AI in the current framen+p can be obtained just merging those regions that belongto this AI in the previous frame n. The complete procedureis illustrated in Figure 2, where only an area of interest hasbeen selected in the coded frame.2.4. Frames in intra-modeThe previous technique can also be applied in the case ofusing an intra-frame mode to code the current frame, sincecoarse partitions are only used to constrain �nest partitions.That is, label coherence through the time domain on thecoarse partitions is not mandatory for computing the �nepartition and, therefore, for tracking AI.2.5. ResultsAn example of the results obtained with this technique ispresented in Figure 3. In this example, the result achie-ved in the case previously presented is shown; that is, thetracking of the head of the man in the sequence Foreman.
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Rich Projected PartitionFigure 2. Example of tracking of an area of interestResults are presented for frames 80, 105 and 185 which cor-respond with some of the frames with strongest motion inthe sequence. Note that the algorithm is able to correctlytrack the head of the man, even if it is formed by two verydi�erent objects: the face and the helmet.3. CONTENT-BASED SELECTIVE CODINGThe above technique for tracking areas of interest has beenintroduced and tested in the coding scheme presented in[1]. The application that has been addressed is content-based selective coding; that is, given an initial selection ofAI, the coding algorithm should be able to track them andto code them with better quality than the rest of the image.The coding scheme of [1] performs, for each frame, a seg-mentation relying in both motion and gray level criteria.That is, it selects for each area of the image the codingtechnique that better �ts the kind of data present in theimage, tacking into account the data that have been pre-viously transmitted. Therefore, the �nal partition for eachimage combines regions with motion homogeneity and regi-ons with gray level homogeneity.In order to address this functionality, the basic blocksof the coding algorithm have to be modi�ed. In this sec-tion, a brief summary of the coding algorithm proposed in[1] is given in order to, afterwards, present the necessarymodi�cations to allow content-based selective coding.3.1. The SESAME coding algorithmThis coding scheme is composed of four main blocks: Pro-jection, Partition Tree, Decision, Coding. In the sequel, abrief description of each block is given.� Projection [9]: This block ensures the time evolu-tion of the regions in the partition. This is a pureregion tracking step. The coded partition of the previ-ous frame n is projected onto the current frame n+ pin order to de�ne the evolution of the partition in thisframe.



Figure 3. The tracking of the head of the man in frames number 80, 105 and 185 of the sequence Foreman� Partition Tree [10]: This block deals with all pos-sible modi�cations of the partition topology; that is,the detection of new regions appearing in the scene,as well as the merging of regions whose evolution issimilar. This is implemented by de�ning the so-calledPartition Tree which contains below the projected par-tition a set of new partitions introducing new regions.In addition, above the projected partition, there is aset of partitions that is built by merging regions withsimilar motion.� Decision [8]: This block has as objective the de�ni-tion of the coding strategy; that is, the choice of the�nal partition, by combining the di�erent regions ob-tained in the previous step, as well as the assignment ofa coding technique to each one of these regions. Thus,relying on the Rate-Distorsion theory, the Decision hasto select the best strategy in terms of regions and co-ding techniques among the possibilities provided by thePartition Tree and the available coding techniques.� Coding [1]: This block performs the coding of the ne-cessary information in order to be able to reconstructthe encoded image in the receiver side. The informa-tion is mainly related to motion, texture and partitionfeatures.Figure 4 illustrates with a simple example the coding pro-cess. In this example, the Partition Tree contains 2 parti-tions above and below the projected partition. Moreover,the �nal partition is obtained by combining regions fromalmost all the levels of the Partition Tree.
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Partition Tree Decision Tree Final PartitionFigure 4. Example of tracking of an area of interest3.2. Modi�cations on SESAME to allow content-based selective codingThe basic steps of the SESAME algorithm have to be modi-�ed in order to allow the algorithm to track areas of interest

as well as to address content-based selective coding. Themain modi�cations are the following ones:� Projection: The partition of the previous frame,which should already contain a region or set of regi-ons describing the AI, is projected following the doublepartition approach presented in the previous section.� Partition Tree: The set of partitions that forms thePartition Tree should be created having in mind theconstraint introduced by the projected AI. The di�e-rent proposals of regions contain in the Partition Treemust not be in contradiction with the task of trackingthe AI. This translates into preventing partitions abovethe projected partition to merge regions with similarmotion if they do not belong to the same area of in-terest. Such a merging would make impossible the se-parate tracking of these AI. In addition, the PartitionTree should help the task of coding with better qualitythe AI. This way, partitions below the projected parti-tion, which are achieved by resegmenting the projectedpartition, try to re�ne the segmentation inside the AIrather than in those areas where a higher quality in thedecoded image is not mandatory.� Decision: This block should yield coding strategy le-ading to a lower distorsion within the selected AI thanin the other areas of the image. In order to obtain thisselective coding, the bit allocation strategy used in thebasic coding algorithm is slightly modi�ed. In this case,if a target bit rate has to be reached, selective codingis implemented by simply multiplying the distorsion inthe regions forming the AI by a given factor.� Coding: This block does not need to be changed sincethe coding techniques used in this functionality are thesame as those used in the general case.3.3. ResultsFigure 5 presents the results of applying the previous algo-rithm to the sequence Mother and Daughter. The �rst rowin Figure 5 presents three original frames of the sequences,whereas the second row shows the decoded frames. In thisexample, the head of the mother has been selected as areaof interest to be tracked and selectively coded. The selec-tive coding has been carried out by multiplying by a factor10 the distorsion inside this area of interest. The wholesequence has been coded at 30 Kbits and 5 frames/sec.The di�erent quality obtained for the heads of both per-son in the scene should be highlighted. In addition, notethat the evolution of the mother's face is correctly tracked.This tracking is done in spite of the fact that, between fra-mes 150 and 200, the mother moves up and down her headwhich results in a partial hidding of her face. The presenceof noise in the decoded image in the zones around the mot-her's face are due to the fact that these areas are related to



Figure 5. The tracking and selective coding of the head of the mother in frames number 0, 84 and 246 ofthe sequence Mother and Daughterthe background which is uncovered by the movement of themother's head. 4. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, a technique for tracking areas of interest ina segmentation-based video coding scheme has been propo-sed. The technique does not assume any type of speci�cpartition and, therefore, it can also be applied to block-based coding schemes that use additional contour informa-tion such as masks or alpha planes.In addition, the algorithm gives the possibility to de�neor re�ne the set of regions forming an area of interest. Sincethe segmentation involved in the tracking of AI relies on theconcept of markers (that is, uses the watershed algorithm),user's interaction is feasible. Users can mark the areas of in-terest or re�ne the existing ones simply by roughly drawingdots or lines inside or around the areas of interest. Suchdraws can be introduced as markers of regions in the wa-tershed algorithm so that the areas of interest are de�nedor improved [1].Once a technique for tracking areas of interest is availa-ble, several content-based functionalities can be addressed.In this paper, the basic SESAME coding scheme has beenmodi�ed in order to enable content-based selective coding.The necessary modi�cations for such a functionality onlyinvolve, in addition to the application of the algorithm fortracking AI previously presented, slight variations of thePartition Tree and Decision blocks.The current work aims at the extension of this algo-rithm so that functionalities such as content-based scala-bility, both in the time and the space domains, can be ad-dressed. REFERENCES[1] I. Corset et al. Technical description of SE-SAME. Technical Report MPEG 95/408, ISO/IECJTC1/SC29/WG11, November 1995.[2] R. Jain and A.K. Jain. Displacement measurement andits application in interframe coding. IEEE Transacti-ons on Communications, 29(12):1799{1808, 1981.[3] ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11. MPEG-4 ProposalPackage Description (PPD). July 1995.
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